
  

500ml Home Delivery Price List 

Monday — Friday: Next day service
Delivery Area:  London postcodes covered below
Product: 500ml (one flavour per tub)
Minimum Order: 4 x 500ml tubs
Price per tub: £10.80

Ice creams
Banana Split (M)

We start with fresh bananas, ripen them in-house  
until they are just right before making our ice cream. 
We then add Original Beans Cru Virunga chocolate  
and ripple it throughout with Dulce de Leche.

Stracciatella (M)

We prepare a Fior di Latte ice cream, then melt  
Original Beans Cru Virunga chocolate and pour  
it onto the set ice cream to let it harden, this is  
then cracked and folded in.

Dulce de Leche (M)

Where it all started for us, we make this flavour  
with traditional Dulce de Leche, a reduction of  
milk and sugar.

Honeycomb (M)

We make our own honeycomb in-house using  
honey from The London Honey Company and  
then add this to our Fior di Latte ice cream.

Tiramisu (M, E, G)

We make a mascarpone ice cream, then ripple this 
with a mocha ripple and fold in coffee sponge pieces. 
Both ripple and sponge are freshly made in-house in 
our kitchen.

Sorbets
Lemon (V)

Fresh lemons are juiced on the same day as  
we make the sorbet

Mango (V)

This sorbet is balanced out with a dash of  
lime juice, it’s like eating a real mango!

Milk Chocolate (M, E)

Creamy, and velvety, we use a mix of Cocoa  
Powder and Original Beans Cru Virunga  
chocolate for this recipe.

Pistachio (M, E, N)

We start with raw whole pistachios, we roast  
them and then turn them into a paste in-house.  
We do this on the same day as we make and  
churn the ice cream to retain all the freshness  
of the nuts.

Salted Caramel (M)

For this flavour we caramelise sugar in-house and 
add sea salt to bring out and enhance the flavours.

Vegan Coconut Chocolate Chip (V)

Coconut Milk is cooked with essicated coconut 
flakes, we then add melted Original Beans Cru 
Virunga chocolate to the ice cream.

Fior di Latte (M)

Milk and Cream are the only flavours in this ice 
cream, we allow the freshness of the dairy to come 
through, no need for vanilla!

Passion Fruit (V)

To round off the acidity of the passion fruit,  
we add a bit of coconut milk..

Raspberry (V)

We start with whole raspberries and remove  
two thirds of the seeds before making the sorbet.

Blood Orange (V) - Seasonal
We source Sicilian Moro Blood Oranges from 
Natoora, juice them in-house, and produce the sorbet 
the same day.

Allergen and dietary 
(M) Milk, (E) Egg, (G) Gluten, (N), Nuts, (V) Vegan.

Postcodes covered: E1, E2, E3, E6, E7, E8, E9, E10, E14, E15, E16, EC1, EC2, EC3, EC4, W1, W2, W3, W5, W6, W8, W9, W10, W11, W12, W14, 
WC1, WC2, SW1, SW2, SW3, SW4, SW5, SW6, SW7, SW8, SW9, SW10, SW11, SW12, SW15, SW17, SW18, SW19, N1, N2, N4, N5, N6, N7, N15, 
N16, N17, N19, NW1, NW2, NW3, NW4, NW5, NW6, NW8, NW10, NW11, SE1, SE4, SE5, SE8, SE10, SE11, SE13, SE14, SE15, SE16, SE17, SE19, 
SE21, SE22, SE23,,SE24, SE26, NW1, NW2, NW3, NW4, NW5, NW6, NW8, NW10, NW11, SE1, SE4, SE5, SE8, SE10, SE11, SE13, SE14, SE15, 
SE16, SE17, SE19, SE21, SE22, SE23, SE24, SE26

Flavours

Ordering - email us your order to homedelivery@icecreamunion.com - we will contact you to arrange delivery

www.icecreamunion.com Unit 1, Discovery Business Park, St. James’s Road, London, SE16 4RA


